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Johnson, Martha W. W.
ST. JOHNS LUTHERAN CHURCH, UNION, MC HENRY-CO., ILL.

ENCLOSED ARE SEVERAL DEATH ENTRIES FOR FOREIGN BORN PEOPLE. MOST OF THEM I ONLY COPIED THE SURNAME AND THE VILLAGE BORN IN.

1. JOHANN BOLLAMANN BORN IN JOCHIMSdorf; POSEN, DEUTCHLAND. THIS IS WEST OF NORTH WEST RUSSIA. DIED FEB. 12, 1912 UNION, ILL. AGE 58 YRS. 6 MONTHS. 10 DAYS. 8 CHILDREN. (PROBABLY BRATCSCHIN PARISH).

2. PAUL BENNKE BORN IN SCHIEFELBEIN. DIED 8-6-1912. AGE 51-7-28.

3. AUGUST KAMHOLTZ BORN IN WUSTERBARD. DIED JUNE 6, 1913 CHICAGO. AGE 46-3-15. (PROBABLY WUSTERBARTH)

4. WILKE BORN IN SACHSENHAGEN, GERMANY.

5. EDUARD HEINRICH BEHNKE BORN IN EAST POMMERANIA. DIED AUG. 23, 1911. AGE 61-6-22.

6. WINKELMAN BORN IN CAROW, EAST POMMERN. (CAROW, REGENVALDE OR RANDOW CO.

7. MRS. YOUNG BORN IN NEUENLÜCK, WEST POMMERN.

8. STEINKE BORN IN STEIGLITZ, POSEN. (NETZKREIS CO., POSEN, GRENZMARK PROV.

9. DAHLKE BORN IN KLOTZEN, NEU STETTIN COUNTY, EAST POMMERN.

10. SCHNEIDERWIND BORN IN KRAMMENHAGEN, WEST POMMERN. (FRANZBURG-BARTH CO.

11. LUSSEW OR BUSSOW BORN IN MECHLENBURG SCHWERNIN PROVINCE.

12. EMILIE (KAMHOLTZ) GEHRKE, BORN IN WUSTERBART, POMMERN. (WUSTERBARTH ?)

13. LEOPOLD BENECKE (BEHNEK)

14. HINTER IN THESE RECORDS MEANS EAST AND VOR MEANS WEST.

15. GRÜTZMACHER BORN IN MECHLENBURG SCHWERNIN PROVINCE.


17. FRIEBRANTZ BORN IN WUSTERBARTH (BELGARD COUNTY). POMMERN.

18. RUDOLPH GUHRKE OR GUHRZE, BORN IN GUSTOVAFINE, POSEN. DIED JAN. 4, 1925.

19. MRS. BUSCHE BORN IN LANGENFELD, PRUSSIA. (GRIMMEN CO.? STRALSUND ?)

20. EMILIE GUHRKE OF SHUNKUE, 6. DIED SEP. 12, 1926. AGE 79-7-30.

21. SCHWESSOW BORN IN TONNEBURH. (TONNEBURH, CAMMIN CO., POMMERN.)

22. ZICKURH BORN IN GROSS POPLO, BELGARD COUNTY, EAST POMMERN. (GROSS POPLO, BELGARD COUNTY, COSLIN.

23. ALBERT GEHRKE OF WUSTERBARTH OR WUSTERBART, BELGARD COUNTY, COSLIN.

24. FOELITZ BORN IN BAERWALD (BAERWALD), POMMERN. (NEU STETTIN CO.?)

25. BLORDORN BORN IN JAHNFAZ OR JAHNSFAZ, POMMERN.

26. MRS. SCHOESSOW (HEIDIKZE ?). BORN IN TONNEBURH, POMMERN. (TONNEBURH ?)

THESE OLD CHURCH BOOKS SHOULD BE MICROFILMED AND COPIES MADE AVAILABLE AT SEVERAL CITY, STATE AND CHURCH LIBRARIES AND ARCHIVES. MAKES IT A LOT EASIER FOR EVERYONE. THESE ARE IMPORTANT HISTORICAL RECORDS.

I AM TRACING MY 8 YEAR OLD DAUGHTERS ANCESTORS. BENNKE, NAATZ, ABRAHAM, GEHRKE, GEHRKE, GERKE, GURKE ETC. NOW, YERKE & YERK IN BELVIDERE, ILL.

ZION LUTHERAN CHURCH IN MARENGO, MC HENRY CO., ILL.

ENCLOSED ARE THE CONFIRMATION ENTRIES THAT HAD FOREIGN BIRTH PLACES OF CHILDREN BEING CONFIRMED. OTHER ENTRIES HAVE BIRTH PLACES IN THE U.S. WHICH WERE NOT COPIED. SOME ENTRIES I ONLY COPIED SURNAME AND B. PLACE.

1. AUGUST EMILIE WILHELIMINE ALBERTINE BEHNKE. DTR. OF WILHELM. BORN MAY 9, 1872 IN ROSENOW, EAST POMMERANIA. (REGENVALDE FOR RAUGUC AUJARD CO.

2. BERTRA LOUISE WILHELIMINE BAUMANN. DTR. OF FRIEDRICH. BORN MAY 25, 1872 IN KLEIN RADDOW, EAST POMMERANIA. (REGENVALDE CO.)

3. BERTRA ERNEST. LUJE WINKELMANN. DTR. OF WILHELM. BORN APRIL 26, 1873 IN KLEIN RADDOW, EAST POMMERANIA. (REGENVALDE CO.)

4. THEODORE SCHMIDT. SON OF THEODORE. BORN AUG. 24, 1871 IN KRAGEN, EAST POMMERANIA. (MAY BE KROGEN)

5. EMILIE MATHILDE TREBS. DTR. OF WILHELM. BORN JAN. 20., 1873 IN KOLTAZT, EAST POMMERANIA. (KOLTAZT, BELGARD CO.)

6. WILHELM HEMAN GOTTLIEB BEHNKE. SON OF WILHELM. BORN JAN. 14, 1874 IN ROSENOW, EAST POMMERANIA. (PROBABLY REGENVALDE CO.

7. BERTHA CAROLINE AUGUSTA FIEBRANTZ. DTR. OF CARL. (BELGARD CO.)

8. BERTHA CAROLINE AUGUSTA FIEBRANTZ. DTR. OF CARL. (BELGARD CO.)

9. HULDA AUGUSTA WILHELIMINE HENKEL. DTR. OF ALBERT. BORN JAN. 28, 1872 IN BALDENBURG, EAST POMMERANIA. (SCHLOCHAU CO.? BRANDE

10. GLANDERS, CHILD BORN IN GRIOTIWER, WEST POMMERANIA (VOR - WEST)

11. WINKELMAN CHILD BORN IN BUSSOW, EAST POMMERANIA. (IN ONE OF THREE CO.

12. BERTHA PAULINE ALBERTINE BEHNKE . DTR. OF WILHELM BEHNKE & CAROLINE - BORN JUNE 9, 1876 IN RITZOW, E. POMMERANIA. (STOLP CO.) (SHELLIN)

13. KUJATH CHILD BORN IN WUSTERBARTH, EAST POMMERANIA. (BELGARD CO.)

14. KAROW CHILD BORN IN WUSTERBARTH, EAST POMMERANIA. (BELGARD CO.)

15. GUSTAV CARL BERNARD GEHRKE, SON OF WM. GEHRKE & AUGUSTE GUSE. BORN IN HARMONIE, ILL.

16. FRANZ JULIUS HEINRICH GUHRZE, SON OF RUDOLPH GUHRZE & A.E. (SCHULZ). BORN SEPT. 1, 1875 CHICAGO, ILL.. PASTOR LUCACOP OR SACCOSS ETC.???

17. HERMAN WILHELM GOTTLIEB BEHNKE. SON OF EDWARD. BORN AUG. 7, 1878 REGZIK. (DISTRICT OF) KOSLIN, E. POMMERANIA. THIS IS AREA AROUND KOSLIN AND NOT NCECESARRILY TOWN OF KOSLIN. BAPTIZED BY PASTOR KÖNGER.

18. ANNA AUGUSTE CAROLINE GERKE . DTR. OF WILHELM GERKE & AUGUSTE GUSE. BORN OCT. 27, 1877 IN MARENGO, ILL.. BAPTIZED AT HUNTLEY, ILL. BY PASTOR BAUMGARTNER.
19. GLANDER CHILD BORN IN GATZKORN OR GATZKORN. SEE PREVIOUS GLANDER.

20. KUNDE CHILD BORN IN GÖLZ.

21. CARL WILHELM REINHOLD GUSE, SON OF WM. (VILLNOW)
BORN MARCH 26, 1879 IN VIEHNOV, COUNTY NEU STETTIN, EAST POMERANIA. BAPTIZED AT GROSS KÖSSIN BY PASTOR BY PASTOR HERMAN VOGT.

22. EITNER CHILD BORN IN KLEIN RAMBIN, EAST POMERANIA. (KLEIN RABIN, BELGARD CO.)

23. NOVAK OR GUSE CHILD BORN IN ARNOWALDE, PRUSSIA. (ARNOWALDE?). ARD CO.

24. KASTEN CHILD BORN IN RACHOW, WATMAUSHAGEN. P. ACHESTADT, NEU WOKERN, GROSSE WARKEN. P., MECKLENBURG. (WATTMANNSHAGEN/NEU WOKERN.)

25. KAMPERFAN CHILD BORN IN LANGHOLZHAUSEN. KALDLORF. (LIPPE PROV.?)

26. POLLNOW CHILD BORN IN ZWIRNITZ, COUNTY BELGARD, ARNHAUSEN P., WUSTEBARTH.

27. BORK CHILD BORN IN COUNTY BELGARD, ARNHAUSEN.

28. LUCHT CHILD BORN IN WUSTEBARTH. (BELGARD CO.)

29. BERG CHILD BORN IN ALT BELZ. GERMANY. (KÖSLIN CO.)

30. ZICKUHR CHILD BORN IN LASBECK, POMERANIA, WUSTERBARTH. (BELGARD CO.)

31. KLABUNDE? CHILD BORN IN DAMEROV, POMERANIA. ALT SCHLAG. (BELGARD CO.)

32. GRUNOW CHILD BORN IN GRABOW, POMERANIA. (CAMMIN OR REGENWALDE CO.)

33. JAHN CHILD BORN IN WUSTERBARTH. (BELGARD CO.)

34. PISKE CHILD BORN IN REZIN, COUNTY BELGARD, RETZIN. POMERANIA.

35. ALBERT CARL WM. BEHNKE, SON OF WM. BEHNKE & CAROLINE.
BORN MAY 6, 1880 IN POLCHLEP (BELGARD CO.), SCHÖNWITH.

36. STOCK CHILD BORN IN COLTZ, COUNTY BELGARD. (KOLätz)

37. STIEG CHILD BORN IN NELEP (BELGARD CO.), POMERANIA, GERMANY.

38. BEAR CHILD BORN IN ALT BELZ. EAST POMERANIA. (KÖSLIN CO.)

39. BLEIBORN CHILD BORN IN BARNALDE. POMERANIA. (NEU STETTIN CO.)

40. LEOPOLD BEHNKE, SON OF AUGUST BEHNKE & MARIA.
BORN IN NEU SCHIELBEIN SEPT. 21, 1880. (NEU SCHIELBEIN, BELGARD CO.)

41. PAUL FERDINAND ALBERT BEHNKE, SON OF EDWARD BEHNKE & EMILIE.
BORN DEC. 7, 1880 IN POLCHLEP (BELGARD CO.), SCHÖNWITH. POMERANIA.

42. KRÜGER CHILD BORN IN THARNOW OR TARNOW. E. POMERANIA BY FRANZ & KASINUS POMERANIA (OPPSTROHNE/REGENWALDE CO.)

43. KUNDE CHILD BORN IN GÜLZ, EAST POMERANIA. GERITZ. (GÜLZ, KÖSLIN CO.)

44. KLABUNDE CHILD BORN IN THUROW BY DAMEROV BY ZIEGUEF OR ZIEGUSS, POMERANIA. (NEU STETTIN CO.) OR BELGARD CO.

45. ZICKUHR CHILD BORN IN GROSS RAMBIN, EAST POMERANIA. (BELGARD CO.)

46. BEEK CHILD BORN IN BERLIN.
TRINITY LUTHERAN CHURCH, HUNTLEY, MC HENRY & KANE COUNTY, ILL. LINE. THE CHURCH WAS FORMED IN 1871 BY REV. W.F. RICHMAN OF ELGIN, KANE CO., ILLINOIS. THE EARLIER CHURCH BOOK SEEMS TO BE MISSING. THEY USUALLY USED A NOTEBOOK TYPE LEDGER IN THE 1870's. THE NEVER TYPE RECORD BOOK THEY HAVE IS FROM 1886 ON.

ENCLOSED ARE A FEW ENTRIES I NOTICED. MOST ARE ENTRIES WITH FOREIGN BIRTH PLACES. ONLY SURNAMES WERE COPIED AND VILLAGES ETC.

CONFIRMATION ENTRIES -

1. BRUMMER OR BRUERMER BORN IN REMMELIN, MECHLENBURG. BAPTISED IN JORDENSTOL?, MECHLENBURG. (RELMIN, PARISH AT JORDENSTORF)
2. KAMP BORN IN GREMERSDORF, VORLAND, PRUSSIA. (WEST POMMERN GRIMMEN CO.)
3. WILHELM JOHANN HENRICH GEHRKE, SON OF CARL GEHRKE, BORN JAN. 20, 1874 IN CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. BAPTISED IN CHICAGO, ILL.
4. BERTHA MARIE ELIZABETH GEHRKE, DTR. OF CARL GEHRKE, BORN DEC. 17, 1876 IN CHICAGO, ILL. BAPTISED IN CHICAGO, ILL.

THESE ABOVE FOUR WERE A FEW CONFIRMATION ENTRIES. MORE IN BOOK. BUT NO OTHER FOREIGN BIRTH PLACES OTHER THAN DEUTCHLAND (GERMANY) IS NOTED.

DEATH ENTRIES -

1. CARL GEHRKE DIED MARCH 6, 1893. AGE 55 YEARS & 22 DAYS OLD. WIFE & CHILDREN.
2. EMILIA NAATZ DIED DEC. 23, 1925. AGE 60 YEARS, 1 MONTH & 25 DAYS OLD.

I AM TRACING MY 8 YEAR OLD DAUGHTERS ANCESTORS. BEHNKE, NAATZ, ABRAHAM, GEHRKE, GERKE, GURKE ETC. NAME CHANGED TO YERKE & YERK IN BELVIDERE, BOONE CO., ILLINOIS.

THESE OLD CHURCH BOOKS SHOULD BE TYPED UP AND MICROFILMED. AND COPIES MADE AVAILABLE AT SEVERAL CITY, STATE AND CHURCH LIBRARIES AND ARCHIVES. MAKES IT A LOT EASIER FOR EVERYONE. THESE ARE IMPORTANT HISTORICAL RECORDS.

by Martin W. Johnson
514 W McHenry
Belvidere, IL 61008
ST. JOHNS U.C.C. CHURCH AT HARMONY, ILLINOIS MC HENRY CO., FORMERLY A LUTHERAN CHURCH. EARLIER RECORDS AT METHODIST CHURCH IN RILEY, ILL. MEMBERSHIP ENTRIES AT FRONT OF OLDEST BOOK—SOME ARE MAIDEN NAMES.

I'M JUST LISTING THE SURNAMES I HAD TIME TO COPY AND FOREIGN PLACE BORN. MANY HAVE WIVES MAIDEN NAMES AND CHILDREN BIRTH PLACES IN MANY PARTS OF THE U.S., WATCH FOR MISTAKES AND TRANSLATION ERRORS IN NAMES & PLACES.

1. PLAGGEMEIER FROM REBURG, HANNOVER PROVINCE IN GERMANY. (STOLZENAU CO.)
2. SCHROEDER FROM LEUSEE, HANNOVER PROVINCE. (STOLZENAU CO.)
3. STROMMEYER FROM BERGKIRCHEN, SCHNASSENBURG, LIPPE. (CO. STADTHAGEN).
4. VOSS FROM GROSVUDS, ROSENDORF, KLEINRODS, PRUSSIA.
5. HITZEMANN FROM LINDENHORST, HANNOVER. (LINDHORST?)
6. STOKEN & DRAHL FROM REBURG, HANNOVER. (STOLZENAU CO.? TWO IN HANNOVER PROV.).
7. SANDERS FROM OSTERWALD, RODENWALD, HANNOVER.
8. LAU FROM HEEMSEN, HANNOVER. (NIENBURG CO.).
9. THEIS FROM WOLPE, HANNOVER.
10. MAUSHAKEN FROM DOBBELN, BRAUNSWEIG PROVINCE. (HELMSTEDT CO.)
11. VRESCHE FROM ERICHSHAUSEN, HANNOVER. (NIENBURG CO.)
12. SHAW FROM ECALSHIRE? SCOTLAND.
13. NYST FROM FIESBERRYG, HOLSTEIN PROVINCE.
14. STOHN FROM PRAG. BOHEMIA OR CZECHOSLOVAKIA.
15. WILKENS FROM BALSCHDORF, HANNOVER.
16. FRITZ FROM VOLKSDORF, POMMERN. (GREFSWALD CO.)
17. BOLDT FROM GROYEN, MECHLENBURG SCHWERIN.
18. MEINICH FROM CAMBER, POMMERN.
19. LANGPRECHT FROM UNBESANCHEN, PRUSSIA.
20. BORCHERT FROM VONHAGEN, SCHUAENFWEA?
21. MAKEBEN & KRUEGER FROM REBURG, HANNOVER. (STOLZENAU CO.)
22. KAHLE FROM MUNCHENHAUSEN, HANNOVER.
23. BORCHERT FROM KLEINWIRD, PRUSSIA.
24. KLINGENBERG FROM KATEHAGEN, MECHLENBURG.
25. THEIL FROM POSEN PROVINCE.
26. MENICH FROM CAMDEN, POMMERN.
27. LURHING FROM POISEL, INDIANA.
28. KNUD FROM NEWEDEL, PRUSSIA. (ARNSWALDE CO. FRANKFURT, BRANDENBURG.
29. PETIT FROM POIDERIZ, JUSN., RUGEN, PRUSSIA. (STADTHAGEN CO.)
30. DRAHL FROM BERGKIRCHEN, SCHUAENBURG, LIPPE. (STADTHAGEN CO. SCHAMBURG, BRANDES FROM WIEDENBRUGGE, SCHUAENBURG & STORSHAGEN, LIPPE.
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32. JAHN FROM WUSTERMARK, POMMERN. (POMERANIA).(XBEERGAARD CO.)
33. MITZEL-DIKEN, BRAUNSWEIG.
34. GURKE FROM HOSTROFFEN, POMMERN. SEE DEATH ENTRY. LATTER. NO. 25.
35. DEHWARDT FROM LANDBERGER, HANNOVER.
36. BUSCHMANN FROM WINHALVE AMT, REBURG, HANNOVER.
37. DAAK FROM GAL-OR GRAZ, BRANDENBURG.

NEXT ARE DEATH ENTRIES IN OLDEST BOOK. ONLY FOREIGN BORN ENTRIES.

1. STOKEN FROM REBURG, HANNOVER.
2. RINN FROM HENCHELTIN, G. H. HENSEN.
3. NIEMANN FROM KUSEWIN, MECHLENBURG, SCHWERIN.
4. BÖSER OR BÖTEL OR BÖSEL (Ö = ÖE). FROM Lichtenbeer, HANNOVER.
5. STROMMEYER FROM SCHUENEBURG, FR. LIPPE, BRUCKEBURG.
6. MRS. EBEL FROM UNBESEDAIT BY LENTIEN, BRANDENBURG. (UNBESEDAIT. LENNIIZATION. WEST PRUSSIA.
7. MRS. KUECER (PINER?) FROM GADSBUECHEN, HANNOVER. (GADSBUHNDN, NIENBURG, CO.)
8. MRS. TARKOW (RANGE?) FROM KENTZ IN WEST PRUSSIA.
9. SCHROEDER FROM PRITTELFITZ, COUNTY DEMIN, POMMERN.
10. MRS. ROSS OR ROFS FROM GROSSICK, MECHLENBURG SCHWERIN.
11. STORL FROM FOELSCHEN, COUNTY DEMIN, POMMERN.
12. GROSCH FROM KNECKBERG, MECHLENBURG SCHWERIN.
13. MRS. STIEG (HELLER) FROM ZIEITNEFF, COUNTY SCHIEFELBEIN, E. POMMERN.
14. PINNE FROM HENKES, COUNTY HOLTFOR, HANNOVER. (NIENBURG CO.).
15. RAPPATZ FROM LAFSBECK, EAST POMMERN. (LINSBECK, BELGARD OR REGENIM.
16. MRS. BLOHM FROM THECKLOW, MECHLENBURG.
17. MRS. PETERS FROM RACKOW, POMMERN. (NEU STETTIN OR GRIMMEN CO.).
18. EBLE FROM STRUJBENANDEN ?? BY ELBA, BRANDENBURG.
19. MACKEN FROM REBURG, HANNOVER.
20. WELTZEN FROM THIRNITZHOFF, MECHLENBURG.
21. VOSS FROM GROFSWATZ, BRANDENBURG. (GROSSWATZ?).
22. MRS. BERM FROM WAGENDORF, MECHLENBURG SCHWERIN. MRS. BEHM (MARKYARD). MRS. MEINKE FROM CLEWITZ, POMMERN. (KLEWITZ OR GLEWITZ)
23. MRS. GROSCH FROM SALZIN OR SALPIN. MECHLENBURG SCHWERIN.
24. MRS. PONITZ FROM OSTROFFE, R.R. BROMBERG, PRUSSIA. (OSTROSCHEK?)
25. BECKER FROM ELMHURST. POMMERN ???. (ILLINOIS) (OSTROSCHEK?)
26. WELTZEN FROM VORWERK, MECHLENBURG SCHWERIN. (GREGESMÜHLENS CO. ??)
27. MRS. EBEL FROM STEINKE FROM BELLE: PROVINCE POSEN.
28. MRS. FABLOK FROM PLENIN, WEST PRUSSIA. (PLENNIN.TRANS.BARTH CO.?STRAUSUND ?)
29. HARTZ FROM HEINHAUSEN, WURTEMBURG.
30. MRS. PUTTRESE (BEITOR) FROM DREDSCHWITZ, POMMERN. (ROGENCO.STRAUSUND)
I AM TRACEING MY 8 YEAR OLD DAUGHTERS ANCESTORS. BHNKE, NAATZ, ABRAHAM, GERNKE & GURKE & GERKE ETC. (BELVIDERE LINE CHANGED SPELLING TOO YERKKE & YERKE & NOW YERK.

GIVEN NAMES AND DATES ARE IN ACTUAL CHURCH RECORDS.

by Martin W. Johnson
514 W Memoriee
Davids, IL 61020

TRINITY LUTHERAN CHURCH, HAMPSHIRE, KANE COUNTY, ILLINOIS.
THE OLDEST BOOK HAS BIRTHS FROM 1882 ON AND A VERY GOOD MEMBERSHIP LIST.
WITH PLACES BORN IN GERMANY & THE U.S.A... MARRIAGES, DEATHS & CONFIRMATIONS
FROM 1882 ON ARE IN THIS BOOK AND OTHERS.

ENCLOSED ARE A FEW NOTES AND SURNAMES AND VILLAGES BORN IN I NOTICED.
CHILD BORN TO HEINRICH KALBOW AND BERTRA BHNKE IN 1887. THIS IS THE
SISTER OF EDWARD (EDWARD) BHNKE. (THE MOTHER IS A SISTER).

ALSO NOTICED THE KARL AWE AND AUGUSTA BHNKE BIRTH ENTRIES.

THE MEMBERSHIP ENTRIES ON PAGE 50 ON .... FOREIGN BORN NOTED. SOME ARE WIVES
(REINBERGER) (GRIMMEN) (W.P.

1. KARL AWE BORN IN FALKENHAGEN, CO. OR PARISH OF RAINBERG, POMMERN.

2. WIFE AUGUSTA BERTHA BHNKE BORN OCT. 16, 1841 IBIDERM OR IBIDERN.

3. BERNER BORN IN DOROW OR DAROW. ..........?

4. GROTH BORN IN WODENACK.

5. BOTTLEHER OR BOETTHER BORN IN SCHILDHAGEN, MECHELBERG, SCHERWIN.

6. BORH BORN IN MORTHENING, MECHELBERG, SCHERWIN.

7. CHILD BORN IN AMT. UPHAL & RUDING.

8. PLINTOW BORN IN EIGEN, MECHELBERG.

9. JAPP BORN IN FINN OR FRISN OR FINN? MECHELBERG.

10. JADEN BORN IN HORNHIZHEN, MECHELBERG, SCHERWIN. (HORNHAGEN, STARGARD CO.)

11. BRENDENMEYER BORN IN NEUROST. ......?, HAMBURG, POMMEREN?

12. ROSE OR ROHE BORN IN FESHERAGEN OR FETHERAGEN ?, HAMBURG COUNTY OR
 PARISH, POMMERN.

13. KORNER OR KORNEN? OR KOERNER? BORN IN DIEDRICHSHAGEN, MECHELBERG.

14. KORNER BORN IN SIEVERSHAGEN, MECHELBERG. (GREVESMÜHEN CO.)

15. KORNER OR KORVEN? BORN IN PLATEROTHE, MECHELBERG.

16. KRENKE OR KUNKEN BORN IN FÜRSTENHAGEN, MECHELBERG. (STREITZ CO.)

17. SCHORRIT OR SCHMITT BORN IN RODENBURG. (POSSIBLY ONE IN SCHÖNBERG CO.)

18. GOUGER BORN IN KOLBERG.

19. SCHÖDDEHER BORN IN ALTVORWERK, MECHELBERG. (MALCHIN CO.)

20. WILDEBRANDT BORN IN GREVESMÜHEN, MECHELBERG. (GREVESMÜHEN & A COUNTY)

21. WILKE BORN IN WENDERSHERG? HINTER (+) EAST POMMEREN.

22. PUTZCH OR SULICH BORN IN EINEWALD. EAST POMMEREN.

23. REINKE BORN IN FÜRSTENHAGEN, MECHELBERG SCHERLITZ. (STREITZ CO.)

SOME OF THESE MAY BE MECHELBERG SCHERLITZ INSTEAD OF MECHELBERG SCHERWIN.

24. MURSCHWICK BORN IN RUGENHOF, CO. OR PARISH SANDOFF OR LANDOFF. WEST POMER
 POMMERN.
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25. MUELLER  BORN IN BAUERSDORF, CO. OR PARISH NEHRING, WEST POMMERN.
26. BARTELS  BORN IN GODIN, MECHLENBURG. (POSSIBLY GODIN, MALCHIN CO.).
27. CHILDREN BORN IN IBIDEN.  GESTORBEN (DEATH) NOTED AFTER.
28. BRANDT  BORN IN HEIMRICHSHAGEN, BY GRIEFSWALDE, WEST/POMMERN.
29. DOELLING  BORN IN HERZHORN, SCHLEISWIG HOLSTEIN PROVINCE.
30. BERGMANN  BORN IN (THURINGEN) SCHILLINGSTADT, SAXEN (SAXONY).
31. STURM  BORN IN GUBKOW, MECHLENBURG. (ROSTOCK CO.).
32. LENKE  BORN IN WOLTO, MECHLENBURG. (WOLTO, ROSTOCK CO.).
33. SCHUR  BORN IN STRALENDORF, MECHLENBURG. (STRALENDORF, PARCHIM CO.).
34. RATH  BORN IN GROSS WOKERN, MECHLENBURG. (GROSS WOKERN, GÜSTROW CO.).
35. SCHAUER  BORN IN STRALENDORF, MECHLENBURG. (STRALENDORF, PARCHIM CO.).
36. CHILD BORN IN NIEENHAGEN. (GÜSTROW) MECHLENBURG SCHWERNF PROV."
37. BAHE  BORN IN WUSTERBARTH, POMMERN. (BELGARD CO.).
38. KOTH  BORN IN SCHOENBERG, MECHLENBURG.
39. NEYER  BORN IN ENGENGROSSF, BADEN.

I AM TRACEING MY 8 YEAR OLD DAUGHTERS ANCESTORS. BEHNE, NAATZ, ABRAHAM,
GEHRKE, GUNK, GERKE ETC. LATTER CHANGED TO YERKE & YERK IN BELVIDERE,
BOONE CO., ILL.

THESE OLD CHURCH BOOK SHOULD BE MICROFILMED AND TYPED UP, AND COPIES
MADE AVAILABLE AT SEVERAL CITY, STATE AND CHURCH LIBRARIES AND ARCHIVES.
MAKES IT A LOT EASIER FOR EVERYONE. THESE ARE IMPORTANT HISTORICAL
RECORDS.

by  Martin W. Johnson
514 W Menominee
Belvidere, I11. 61008